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The world is upside down' the rights and wrongs don't get much

wronger The Beatl

As the economic crisis worsens' The Beat provide a voilljl countless

voung people *no f,tt 'world 
of risi"g 

"n"*ployment' 
mounting iniustice'

and a deteriorating ."il;;";;";. Tfr.ii feelings of frustration and alienation

seriously challenge to"ut"'iott'1 notions of 
"education 

and have led some

teachers, including t";;t;il;;;' to.se"k tnott t"l"'unt approaches to social

issues. This article pt"-;iti; a critique of one such response' the greater

attention to values education within geography' It argues that much values

education can be ,..;-,; be idealistic and"politically biased. and that

geography teachers ;;"i; L" u"t'"t advised^to seek relevance through

political education'

Values Education

Theinclusionofmoralorvalueseducationwithinthegeographycurriculum
is now widelv ,auo#J iftl"i"*rr" 1977; iien 

"t'd 
Sl"t"t 198i; Huckle

1981). Its proponen" i'*t g"*rally arguei that geography teachers should

foster personal decision ,*t i.rg o., .o.i"l issu"es Ly 
- 
dealing with both

knowledge ,rrO,"f'"'in ttt" tf"'itoom' Teachers are to encourage students

to consider 'rights ';;;;;;;; "'a 
a"tiat what ought to happen bv using

techniques such as 
"'f""t^tf"t'ncation' 

u't"tt 
""ulyti"t' 

and the discussion of

moral dilem-r.' rt'1"*;;;;iq;"t aie based on iheories of moral philoso-

phy and prv.t otogv];il;^il; on the individual as a moral agent and

provide process ttii"ti" for sound moral iudgment' In Britain' recent

*ThisarticlewasflrstpublishedintheJournalofGeograplly,Vol.82,lg83,pp'59-63.
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pronouncements on the geography curriculum (Schools Council Geography

committee 1981; Joini 
-c"'ir.i ior 16+ National criteria 1982) and the

Schools Council 16_'i; 6."r*on, proiect are indicators that students'

,ri".r ."a attitudes have become a legitimate area of concern'

Althoughvalueseducationclaimsgreaterattention,geographyteachers
have been *o.. ..rr.1i.ri ,o a.r* insights from poritical education. Man-r"

values education ."...i.., show a negrect of the political settings in which

public policy .froi.", t"ue to be made and implemented' and although

certain social studi.t it-tt ao "ttt to integrate the. personal and social

contexts of decision ;;ki;; le'g', guntts D71)' their impact on geography

teaching, in Britain ai t"''tt, L*' been slight' In order to show that a

preoccupationwithvaluesattheexpenseof"politicsrepresents.amisguided
search for relevance, this article focuses on environmental issues and

considers ways in which the nuclear power issue might be presented in the

geography .tu.rroo.,tl Tl; li*";sion of the weaknesses of the values

educationapproachowesmuchtoanarticlebyRichardMerelman(i979).

A False View of Politics

Values education encourages students to think about an issue like nuclear

power in terms of lt, i*p?ti 'fon 
tt"it personal lives and the values and

goals of interested p;;i;'t' Foi example' values analysis requires them to

!""ria", facts and ,utr.,., when debating claims that nuclear power repre-

sents either a safe and cheap energy source which is 
essential 

1-o-our 
future

prosperity, o. ,., u.rp.J'* tttn"Jiogy which involves mounting costs and

unknown risks to frrtut" gtt"t'tio"' Facts about reactor accidents' waste

disposal, 
"nd 

..r.rgy d"'i""a are to be weighted against such values as

economic ,.rd .rulro.,*tntal well-being' an"d a policy decision is to be

formulated ,rgg"r,i.,f ;htio"gt" to hafpen' Similarly' values clarification

requires students to tirt" t p"t'J"'l-'t"d ort the nuclear issue which they are

prepared to iustify uri-uti 1p"", *ttt*as. developmental approaches employ

the discussio., of rppioftiat" petsonal dilemmas involving nuclear power to

pace the attainment "f 
pti"tipf"a moral autonomy' Although such exercises

foster values 
"*aa"ar.a''"'d 

moral reasoning' they can also be seen to convey

;i;i;" view of politics which neglects issues of power'

The nuclear industry is a powerful lobby within the corporate state

which uses considerrui. .".o".ces to aduarce its interests. This influence

explainswhythenuclearenergyprogramcontinuesinBritaindespiterising
costs, a deteriorating-t'fttv"itt"rl' and mounting problems of waste

disposal. A, "*prndfd;;;;; 
mett' tht needs of certain multinational

companies with interir'i"i"".gv supply and engineering, and their allies

in government, but i"r"f,. from"de.isions in which considerations of profit

and politicat power ;;;;";nt andthose of morality play an insignificant

part (Elliort u a. till;'irr*""a and Tiranti 1981). classroom exercises
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Values Education through Geograplry: A Radical Critique

which reduce such issues to 'rights and wrongs' therefore foster a naive view
of politics. Values education is the wrong analogy for much political decision
making.

A further limitation of the values education approach is its neglect of
alternative means whereby social goals or values may be realized. When
politicians deal with the allocation of scarce resources, they seek policy
which not only reflects considered goals but is likely to be effective and
maintain their support. Politics frequently involves trade-offs between two
equally worthy goals and the adiustment of policy in order to maintain
power. The French experience shows that it is extremely unlikely that a

complete nuclear power program would be cancelled or run down. Interac-
tions between energy policy, the economy, and employment, leading to
strong representations from industry and trade unions, mean that the values

of the anti-nuclear lobby are likely to be compromised and realized only
gradually. Practical politics is rarely reducible to the parameters encompas-
sed by values education.

A Preparation for Disillusionment

In considering a controversial issue like nuclear power) one is immediately
confronted with almost limitless information. Evidence put before Justice
Parker at the Windscale Inquiry into fuel reprocessing weighed several tons
and included submissions from groups and individuals whose interpre-
tations of facts and values were widely different. In comparison, our
decision-making exercises in geography are perhaps too ready to restrict the
range of facts and values put before students in order to reduce the task to
manageable proportions. Although it is true that politicians frequently make
decisions on the basis of imperfect evidence, there is again a danger that we
will overstate the rational nature of the political process. Political decisions
are generally taken in the light of partial evidence, and the moral implica-
tions of the various policy choices are rarely clear. Additionally, politicians,
unlike moral philosophers, avoid clarifying values and sharpening moral
debate because doing so tends to divide their support and make retreat from
resulting hardline positions difficult. Political debate on nuclear power
rarely refers to fundamental moral values but seeks to maintain coalitions of
interests committed to broad reshapings of society. By suggesting to
students that politics is a rational process directed by moral debate, we do
them a disservice. A false confidence in the rationality and moral efficacy of
the political process is only likely to lead to disillusionment.

An Inadequate Logical Framework

A central tenet of values education is that similar processes of values
analysis, clarification, and the resolution of dilemmas may be applied to
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issues with widely differing content'.Classroom strategies are designed to

focus arrention on ,h" ;;;i f""in.r,i"" of iecisions and develop a form of

logic or moral reasod;;ilil--is-considered content free. Such logic is,

however, fundamentffi;;iil;"; from that which usuallv guides pubtric

nott.{r'rrrr., 
education seeks morally optimal choices based on a formal logic,

but politicians seek p"irirJiil";.iui" .t-..s based on substantive logic'

The prioriti", potiti.i"lr. g*J r" aiif....rt i..u.. and values are determined

by the ideological '"J'tJti'l 
setting in which they operate' they cannot

formulate policy *i;;;;;tittt"tt'to the interpretation and significance

given to an issue's ;;;ti by their "'ppott"ti' 
Public policy generally

results from pragm'iit,'t"Utt"ntive logic' and we delude students if we

sussest otherwise o;,fi;il;iii;-".d';x social processes which mediate

between morality ,"d"^;;li,iz. (Muir and Paddison 198i). The current

search for a coalitio" bti*""" the new gtttt' puttits and the older socialist

p,.iiLin.Germany3;::l;ffi ..;ff .?:'o,1t,H:':.ejT"',';Torecorogicarry

.",,IX'."5:'.',il ;:1.".ffi;, ,J ;;;"il' h;;. to remind the 'greens'

that ecodev.lop*t't" *itf'""i t"aistribution is- a contraditTi- The coali-

tion'spolicro,,t""tt"t^p"*ttitlikelytobeacompromisereflecting
elemenrs of both c;;G i'alorogi., and values. The new green politicians

clearly need both J;J r*;ii?i, rr.*rtlithey are to realize their goal of

halting \West Germany's nuclear program'

Values "a.,t"tiJ"i" 
g;;;t'ph; "';v 

then be seen to be idealist because tt

neglects powerr stresses- ""dt 
o'"t *"""'-o'"rstates the rationality of

decision making, ";;;i.;;o*senrs 
the iro. 9r logic which shapes public

policy. These rr. rnu;o' obstacles to o"""uli'ation of relevance' but they are

confoundedUV'n""otiatedandV"t*ottseriousweakness:thepolitical
bias inheren, i., urri"r".Jr*;t"r. io perceive this bias we need ro consider

alternativesetsofbeliefsaboutSocietyandsocialchangeandthenacknow-
ledeethat,byreinforcingone.tth."'p.nseoftheother,valueseducation
,.,f u, a form of social control'

alleviate social ills

as. a vehicle ft'rr

mounting eviden;e '

schools should ens'gr

In their oPinion' ::-'
attitudes torvards i;:
management anc ::

Most of 1[g r.r-
geograPhl' classr'-r:
Instruction legur:::
promotes the inie:'-''

COnSenSUS O\'8r it-:tr
in an idealistic l-3j

existing technt-rst:--:

theY rarelv incluje :

of genuine alter:'-.
ideological bia! '\::
social studies' >-':-
societY.

Values a's

An alternative' r'
between grouF: ::
economic Pro'1u;--:
be based on It';=

! -..:

soctal contrtrt t'l -
exercised laree^r

mote ideas rr-ii:::
exploitation;r: --"

condition L'e;'.-"
propagated:r .'
dav-to-da1- ;"-::-:
thiough both ::e:
societies can :c
different unJe: 

"
agencies fun;::''':

A radi.a' " -i

their origin ::
maintain i'.: le-:'

PtoPa$aIe :- '<' -

interests. \'i:e:
results fr.-r:: -:
compositit': ':';

T-
,:--

Values and the Liberal View of Society

Thedominant,liberalviewofsocietysuggeststhatvaluesplayakeyrolein
maintaining an essentially benevollnt social order (Eyles i974; Horton

1966). It considers #;i'""n''t" il itttoon widely shared values which

ensure a high d.g,;;i;ot"t"t"t' and social th"ngt to result from

insritutions continuafii Jrr,i", i" ,rrrfts in pubric preferences. The state is

seen as a neutral arbitrator between gtottp'' with competing values and is

t.t"."rf, .o.rria..ta- tapable of promoting the common good'

Such a view or ;;il;; and^ social .li"ng" leads liberal reformists to

combineafaithi"a.''".*ticcapitalismwithsupportbytechnocratsto
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alleviate social ills. They believe in change by persuasion and see education
as a vehicle for shifting values in appropriate directions. Faced with
mounting evidence of threats to the planet's ecology, they suggest that
schools should engage in values education and foster an environmental ethic.

In their opinion, this approach would moderate materialism and exploitive
attitudes towards nature and prompt support for appropriate environmental
management and planning.

Most of the values education and decision making which takes place in
geography classrooms reflects and sustains such a liberal view of society.

Instruction legitimizes a technical and apolitical view of decision making,
promotes the intentions of individual actors, neglects issues of power, values

consensus over conflict, and either ignores the political system or portrays it
in an idealistic way. Lessons on nuclear power may assess whether the

existing technostructure can realize the 'benefits' and control the 'costs,' but
they rarely include radical critiques of the nuclear society and an evaluation
of genuine alternatives. The geography curriculum is guilty of the kind of
ideological bias which Michael Apple (1979) perceived in the teaching of the

social studies. Such perception stems from an alternative view of values and

society.

Values and the Radical View of Society

An alternative, radical view of society regards it as a setting for conflict
between groups or classes with different material interests. The benefits of
economic production are unequally shared, and, therefore, social unity must
be based on forms of coercion which take increasingly subtle forms. The
social control of the poor by the rich, the powerless by the powerful, is now
exercised largely through ideology and hegemony. Dominant groups pro-
mote ideas which appear to explain people's everyday lives, but in fact mask
exploitation and the real distribution of power. Ordinary people accept their
condition because of the hold of ideas and values which are not only
propagated by such state agencies as education, but are reinforced by their
day-to-day contact with technocracy. By transmitting liberal ideology
through both their overt and hidden curricula, schools in advanced capitalist
societies can be seen to reproduce the status quo. Conditions are little
different under'actually existing socialism'(Bahro 1981), for here too state

agencies function in a repressive way.
A radical view of society regards values as social constructs which have

their origin in the class struggle. While the dominant class strives to
maintain its hegemony, enlightened elements of subordinate classes seek to
propagate alternative ideas and values which better reflect their true
interests. Values are not a primary cause of social change, for social change

results from underlying economic change which produces shifts in the
composition and interests of different classes and so sustains conflict. The
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current crisis of capitalism is partly due to the overexploitation and pollution

of the environment which results in a falling rate of profit (Schnaiberg 1980;

Gorz 1980). Capital must, however, continue to exploit people and nature

both to maintain profit and the consumer life-styles which have proved so

successful in placating workers. It therefore seeks to transfer the blame for

the environmental crisis and the costs of environmental management to

ordinary citizens.
Against this backgrouncl, advocates of environmental ethics are at best

liberalldealists and at worst apologists for the status quo. Desirable social

change can only result from broad programs of education which alert people

to the common roots of inequality and environmental degradation, and link

environmental well-being to wider political agendas. The task in schools is

one of political rather than values educatiorl. Before considering what form

such ptlitical education might take, it is interesting to speculate on the

..rro.r. why geography teachers have been advised to seek relevance

through values.

Values Education as TheraPY

An explanation of the recent advocacy of values education through geogra-

phy is provided by radical sociologists of the curriculum. They seek a

.oi."rpo.d.nce between schooling and the economic and cultural needs of

the coiporate state (Young and Whitty 1977; Apple 1979), in the belief that

subiects like geography play their part in ensuring a supply of workers and

citizens with appropriate ideas, skills, and attitudes. As the economy

changes, so schtols and other agencies of social control must adapt their

provision to ensure continued correspondence. New authorities will arise to

.hrll..rg" existing orthodoxies, but, as in the case of values education, they

may be unarrr..lhrt their proposals serve to sustain rather than transform

an unjust world.
In attempting to explain schools as agents of cultural and economic

mediation between stud.ents and the state, Michael Apple looked for

parallels between change in the workplace and that in the classroom.^B.."rr. 
the control of the worker is increasingly exercised through a

bureaucracy and its more unpleasant aspects by therapeutic techniques of
personnel management, it is not surprising that new and increasingly subtle

iechniques of social and behavioral control have spread to schools. Values

educaiion can be seen as a form of therapy; an excuse to change the

individual student rather than the structure of the school or the wider

society. Its strategies allow the school to extend its rationalizing ethos to the

private and personal disposition of students and so prepare them for a

iociety which readily blames the individuals for their own misfortune.

Valuei education adlusts and extends the school's social control function by

providing wider criteria for the sorting of the future workforce and adiusting
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students to their future role within institutions dominated by instrumental
rationality.

Such interpretations of the cultural and economic role of values
education enable us to see its recent advocacy within geography as a logical
extension of the profound curriculum reforms of the sixties and early
seventies. Curriculum developments such as the American High School
Project and the Geography 14-18 Project (Tolley and Reynolds 1978)
represented an infusion of rationalism into school geography which made it
a more realistic preparation for life in technocracy. Although radical geo-
graphers such as David Harvey recognized the political role of the 'new'
positivist geography as early as 1974 (Harvey 1974), those concerned with
geography at the school level have been less prepared than those in higher
education to respond to his challenge and debate their co-option by the
corporate state. In one article we cannot hope to discuss in full the manner in
which recent curriculum reform has better adapted school geography to
dominant cultural and economic needs, but present concern with values
should be seen as a further adaptive response. School geography has
recognized and incorporated the concern for values displayed by liberal,
behavioral and welfare geographers but has yet ro answer the radical's
charge that such paths to relevance are idealist and reformist (Johnston
1979). Values education strategies are acceptable to teachers who have
adopted the problem solving, inquiry techniques of the 'new' geography,
but teachers are unlikely to make school geography a determining agent of
worthwhile social reconstruction unless there is a radical reassessment and
extension of the assumptions on which they are based. Above all, geography
teachers should adopt a more realistic approach to politics.

Political Education

Social and political philosophies which prompr differing perceptions of
society and social change also lead to conflicting prescriptions for political
education in schools (Porter and Stradling 1982). Values education is rooted
in liberal philosophy which focuses on the perceived social and political
needs of the individual. As I have already suggested, it encourages personal
decision making on social issues but is often ambivalent towards the political
system. If values and political education are combined, the latter is likely to
stress the development of political literacy (Crick and Porter I978). Students
will be provided with knowledge, skills and attitudes designed to allow
them both to understand and participate within the political processes of a

plural democracy. Through a study of such issues as nuclear power, they
will be helped to appreciate their furure role within existing political
arrangements and processes and to regard the political system as a means of
realizing their social needs and rights. Such political education is a major
advance on what currently happens in many schools, but reconstructionists
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and radicals regard it as idealistic because it takes a too benevolent view of
existing social arrangements.

Radical notions of political education are derived from the conflict view

of society and focus on the perceived needs of the disadvantaged. They
stress the virtues of radical alternatives to existing social arrangements and

seek to counter ideology and hegemony in order that these virtues may be

realized. Within a radical program of political education through geography,

students would be encouraged to realize that people are creators of values

and the social processes whereby they fi.nd expression. Values are reflected

in different political ideologies, parties and programs, and a relevant

geographical education would allow students to evaluate competing concep-

tions of such values as social iustice and environmental well-being and the

political demands and the policies which stem from them (Vogelet 1977).It
would also encourage a critical approach to the existing political system and

acknowledge the role of power and conflict in preventing or enabling social

change.
Social reconstructionists take an intermediate position between liberals

and radicals. They acknowledge the plight of the disadvantaged but believe

that worthwhile reform is possible within the existing political system. Their
educational aims, therefore, focus on an awareness of what social fustice
entails and the development of collective participatory skills whereby it
could be realized. Geography teachers wishing to draw on radical and

reconstructionist advances in political education should perhaps look for
advice to agencies outside formal education. In Britain, those concerned

with urban (Webb 1981), development (Hicks and Townley 1982), com-

munity (Norton 1976), and peace education (Rogers 1982) all offer ideas and

materials. Their gradual but steady incorporation into curricula places

strong demands on schools as democratic institutions and serves to counter

the reactionary proposals of politicians who currently seek to restructure
education.

What then would a realistic study of nuclear power in the classroom

involve? A brief consideration suggests that it would begin by identifying
the actors in the dispute and their conflicting goals. Students would be asked

to read and listen to the views of the nuclear industry, trade unions, political
parties and pressure groups, and to identify the maior areas of disagreement

and the underlying beliefs and values in conflict. They would then consider

the goal-seeking behavior of these different actors and the relative efficien-

cies of their different tactics and strategies. Such study would allow them to
evaluate the workings of the political system and would lead to the

realization that different actors command differing levels of support and

power. Detailed consideration of actual decisions would suggest whether a

consensus or conflict view of society seemed more appropriate and would
illustrate the considerable compromises which actors must often make to
realize their values. Correctly handled, the study would considerably
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students to make realistic political
reconstruction.

enhance the developing ability of
judgments and participate in social

Relevance - But in lVhat Form?

Almost one hundred years ago, Peter Kropotkin argued that a school
geography which supported Britain's militarist and imperialist ventures
should be transformed into an agent of social reconstruction (Breitbart
1981). He envisaged an education in geography which would create within
people an awareness of the social forces acting upon them and a desire to
resist political and social manipulation. It would seek to provide knowledge
free from ideological domination and would be based in the workplace and

community in order that teachers and students could continually test ideas

in action. Teachers such as Paul Goodman (1956) and Colin'$7ard (1978)

have kept alive Kropotkin's moving plea for social relevance. My advocacy
of political education may be seen as a continuation of this anarcho-socialist
tradition. It has clearly been neglected by geography teachers in recent
years, but its rediscovery, at a time of economic crisis and growing political
polarization, points to major battles ahead.

As part of an attempt to restore the vitality of capitalism, the policies of
President Reagan and Prime Minister Thatcher seek a stronger control over
the reproduction of labour in schools. Education is to be made more relevant
to the 'needs' of the economy and young people are to be given 'realistic' and

'responsible' attitudes towards the world of work (Sarup 1982). The postwar
liberal consensus has given way to a new popular authoritarianism which
justifies a return to inculcating 'right' values in schools and draws support
not only from the rich, but from workers disillusioned by the bureaucracy
and slow progress of liberal democracy. Although a majority appears to
support a more repressive state, reduced expenditure on welfare and a shift
from care to control in our schools, such policies produce increased
disaffection amongst others. In stressing 'right' values, schools inevitably
reproduce forms of resistance and so generate space for critical and
emancipatory activity by radical teachers.

This article argues that a socially relevant school geography should now
be based on an acknowledgment of the idealism and political bias present in
values education and a rediscovery and development ofrealistic approaches
to political education. Further words from The Beat remind us how urgent
the realization of a'genuinely relevant school geography has become.

. . . the world is upside down
But look I can't hang on for much longer
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Note

1 The lyrics are from 'Sugar and Stress', on The Beat's LP Special Beat seroice, Arista

Records, 1982.
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